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Abstract:
Reflectance Transformation Imaging (RTI) is an imaging technique that combines multiple
photographs of an object to create a computational model of the object’s surface. RTI is able
to highlight subtle differences in texture on the surface of an object that cannot be seen with
the naked eye, microscopy or traditional photography. A better understanding of the surface
of an object can reveal important information about an object and its condition. The use of
RTI is not uncommon in the cultural heritage sector. It is typically used to answer research
questions posed by a curator or archaeologist regarding an object’s fabrication, evidence of
previous use and inscriptions. However, the information gained from RTI when used in this
way often has limited use for conservators. This paper asks: can RTI be of use to
conservators and in what situations (if any) RTI is most useful? After several years of using
this technique to image objects in the conservation setting, the authors have collected
numerous case studies demonstrating the usefulness of the technique. Examples include
identifying areas of previous restoration on an antique commode, deciphering inscriptions on
the badly eroded surface of a coin, detecting a preliminary sketch on the verso of a painting,
documenting the deterioration caused by iron gall ink and spotting alterations made to a
composite photograph. The results indicate that TI can be a useful tool for a conservator to
better understand previous interventions to an object’s surface, information which can be
vital in conservation decision making.
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